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'TaE SECRETARY OF THu NAVYbNavy DEPARTIXN'T,

December Ist, 18V

M
te )resideXal of thc United Staled
The Secretary of the Navy respectfully presents the following Report:
The Naval Force of the United States, which has been kept in active mer-vic during the present year, has been composed of the different squadron's employed in cruising on the stations heretofore assigned them.
'I'he squadron in the Mediterranean has been continued in that service,
with the exception of the Delaware 74 gun ship, and the schooner Porpoise,
which have been withdrawn, the latter having been represented by the
i-ommanding officer to require extensive repairs. The return of the Dela-.
wvare was decided on under a belief, that the present state of our political
:mnd commercial relations in the Mediterranean did not require the employ-.
inent of a ship of this class in that sea; that all the necessary protection
could be given to our commerce by frigates and smaller vessels; that these.
promised to be more efficient, in the pursuit and capture of such vessels as
night be expected to assail it, and were less liable to suffer from the dangers of the Mediterranean navigation. The Constellation frigate and the
sloop Ontario were accordingly ordered to join the squadron; the former
monvLoying to England and France the newly appointed Ministers to those
vountries. Information has been received of the favorable execution of
Tlcse duties. Our Ministers have been landed at their respective points of
destination; and these vessels, it- is presumed, have, before this, assumed
their stations in the Mediterranean squadron.
It is to be regretted that instances of insubordination have -been mani1iested among the officers of this squadron. Courts martial have been necessarily resorted to, and some of the refractory have been sentenced to temothers to permanent dismissal from the service. It is gratify
pora;r, andothc;ing on the
hand, to know, from authority entitled to confidence, that
tlie general conduct of the officers of this squadron has been such as to pre
serve, among the States and Sovereigntics on the Barbary Coast, the favor4blc opinion of the American character,, which had been earned by the gallantry and honorable deportment of their predecessors
The Naval Force under the command of Commodore Ridgely, and
ordered to cruise on the West Indian station, consisted, in the early part of
the year, of the sloops Falmouth, Hornet, Erie, and Natchez, and the
schooners Graimpus and Shark.
Several acts of piracy having been rreported to have been committed in the month of February last, the Natcnez. which had returned to
the United States for repairs, Nvas ordered rejoin the squadron. After
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cddlising a fewv weeks, and there being no reason to apprehend a rcur-r
rence of these depredations, again returned to the United States, and
has pince sailed to Colombia, taking out Mr. Moore, the United States&
Minister to that Government, whence she was ordered to proceed to Rici
.raneiro, to convey to the United States, Commodore Creig'hton, whose comei
mand had been transferred to Commodore Cassin. This vessel was 'se
required to afford a passage to Mr. Harrison, the late Minister to ColonI4
bia, on his return to the United States.
The recent invasion of the maritime frontier of the Mexican States Rev
the forces of Spain, having led to apprehensions that our commerce, in Ohat
quarter, might suffer by the encroachments which belligerents are so ready
to make on neutral unprotected rights, the Peacock was equipped, and,
taking out Commodore Elliott, to relieve Commodore Ridgely, was ordered
to repair to the scene of these renewed hostilities. The Erie, which had also
returned for repairs, sailed soon after to rejoin this squadron.
It is due to the late Commander, Commodore Ridgely, to say, that, as far
as the means had been afforded him, he has kept his little squadron employed
with vigilance and activity; and, on a late occasion, this has been gallantly
demonstrated at Tampico, in the firm and prompt course, pursued by Master
Commandant Norris, in the rescue of the property of one of our countrymen
fzom the grasp of unjust power.
For the last few months, except in the case just referred to, no infornation has been given to this Department, of any new act of piracy or aggression on the commercial rights of the nation; but there can be no doubt, thal
a relaxation in the policy lately pursued, would he followed by an imnicdiate repetition of these depredations.
The squadron on the Coast of Brazil and Buenos Ayrcs has becn maintained to its usual extent, and has been varied only by the interchange of
relief-ships for those which had performed the ordinary routine of duty.
The presence of this squadron, small as it has been, has probably obtained,
for the commercial interests of our country, a security which wouldniot havle
been granted to defenseless merchantmen. Peace having taken place between these two nations, nothing is to he dreaded by our merchant ships
forom an interference with belligerent privileges Yet many reasons forbid
the diminution of our naval force on these coasts. The annually increasing
commercial intercourse between the United States a}d these counirics, calls
upon the Government to be prepared to multiply the means of its protection.
Many complaints have been made by certain officers of this squadron against
each other, of oppression on the one side, and of insubordination and ne,,lectl
of duty on the other. The parties charging each other have been ordered
to repair to the United States. Immediately after their return, a tribunal
will be established to investigate these complaints, and to render justice
alike to the aggressors and the aggrieved.
The squadron on the Pacific coast of South America consists of the-frigate Guerricre, the sloop St. Louis, and the svchooner Dolphin No changes have been made in the forcc of this squadron. Commodore Thompson
has succeeded Commodore Jones in the command; and the (Gucrriere and
St. Louis have taken the places of the Brandywine and Vincenrnes. Commodore Jones has returned to the United States in the former, and the latter, acting under orders from the late Executive, after touching at the, Freindi ano Sandwich Islands, will return by wvay of the Cape of Good Hope.
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NTo inrormation bas been presented to 'thteDepartment inducing a beliefthiat
an increase of this force is necessary; though doubtless,.good policy forbids
ihat-any portion of it be withdrawn. Annexed is a statement, marked .A,
shewifig the dispositioli of the public 'vessels now in comrnissioni.
The report of 'the Comn~issioners of the Navy, which is herew*ith trmrns11mitted, marked B, furnishes a detailed statement of the number of sh' s
of' war in ordinary, their present condition, and the amount which will be
required to fit them for service. These ships are represented to be in a
state of premature and rapid decay, and, when the manner in which they
have been disposed of at the stations is considered, this ceases to be a mattcr of surprise, how muchsoever it may be of regret. It has been the prhc
lice, when ships of war were to be laid up in ordinary, to place them under
the general superintendence of the Commandant of the yard, whose ivocations have been so multiplied by the Department, that he hag but little time
io devote to this duty. Thus, they remain exposed to the wasting agen
cies of the seasons, rain, and sunshine; and to all other causes which favor
hlie decomposition of the materials of which they have been built. This
suddenn destruction of a fabric, upon the construction of which so much skill
bas been exercised, so much money expended, and upon the preservation of
vhich so much of the commercial and national security depends, cannot but
41cn~annd that immediate and effectual means be adopted to arrest its pro
gress. The impolicy of cutting down the best timber in the country, and
converting it into ships, which are to be subjected to this process of rapid destruction, would seem to be too glaring not to have been noticed, -and too ruinously wasteful not to have been discontinued as soon as perceived. Withir
the last few years, the vessels which were in preparation on the 'stocks
have been allowed to remain, under the protection of houses erected over
them. In the report marked C, the Commissioncrs have offered suggestions
-is to the measures necessary for preventing the progress of an evil, which
threatens to render abortive all the cffortF of the Nation for the establishuient of an effective naval foilec. The attention of the President is respectfully invited to this branch of the concerns of the Navy, as a matter of minor
importance to no one which can be presented for his consideration.
In addition to the measures proposed by the Commissioners for the accomplishment of the objects to which their-rcport refers, it is proper that some
r emarls be offered on points connected with this subject, and on which their
opinions were not required to be expressed. It is believed that the true policy of the Government will be to discontinue, for the present, the building
O)f ships of war, unless for some specific object or immediate emergency;
to provide for the thorough repair of the ships in 'ordinary; for' the erection of the necessary sheds for their protection; and for the establishment
of a police at each of the naval stations, to superintend and enforce the emloyment of the means recommended by the Board of Navy Commissioners for their preservation; and such other as the experience of the Navy
may have shown applicable to this purpose. To carry the latter objects into
execution, an additional appropriation will be required; but their completion
must result in an important saving in the naval expenditure, and would give
to the nation, instead of t'he decaying fabrics of which the ships in ordinary now consist, a marine force which, could be made to act promptly and
4flciently for its deefence.
The duty Jf preparing ships for service, is, by the established repulaI
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tigniy coambittwi to the Cammandants of the yards. whQsegwat object eeals

to be to hurry the equipment, and to incur as little expense as possible:
Thus their preparation is imperfect, and the nation has to encounter a cotp
siderable expense in foreign ports to obtain the requisite supplies and re.
paix:. The materials for effecting these are sometimes not to be procured;
atd the ship, being through the whole cruise in a crippled state, performs
the service out and home at the risk of her loss, and perhaps that of heI
evew. Such a system, in peace, is hazardous; and in time of war, dangeru4zs in the extreme. Some eases have been brought to the notice of thef
Department, in which ships ordered on voyages of two or three years, hav(
bWen so carelessly equipped, that the whole cruise might be said to be a
sties of dangers and escapes, and their safe return a matter rather to be
wondered at than expected. In every instance in which it can be conveniently done, the officer who is to command should attend to the equip.
ment of his ship for sea. No one is so much interested in the proper dis
6arge of this duty; no one will perform it so well.
It has been usual to discharge seamen at some foreign port, whenever the
period of their enlistment expired, or to pay the expenses of their return to
the United States. Both these plans are objectionable; the first, because il.
often leaves the seaman a wanderer on a foreign shore, where he either anu.9:
suffer from want, or go into the service of other nations; thereby dimih fishing
t3lc number of this useful body of men, or inflicting a heavy burden upon
the funds provided for the support of the Navy. To guard against both these
inconveniences, the practice is proposed to be adopted, of making the cruise.;
of the ships of war shorter than has. been customary, and enlisting the crew;
flr such a term as certainly to allow of their return to the United States Ectore the expiration of the period of enlistment.
The Navy Yards established and nowv in operation in the United States,
ape located at the following places: Portsmouith, New I-Iampshire, Brooklyll
New York, Pensacola, Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, and Norfolk,
There is scarcely any. part of the expendaiture for the establishment of a
Navy which has contributed so much to exhaust the general fund ins
tended for its support, as that which has been applied to objects connectedl
*tith the building and maintaining of Navy Yards. It appears from
the report made to Congress by the Secretaryof the Navy for 1828, that
the permanent expenses under this head, including Naval, Ordinary.
Hospital, and Civil, amount, annually, to °268,744. The great expense incurred in the support of these numerous establishments, makes
it proper to inquire, whether it may not be materially diminished bya reduction of their number, without affecting injuriously, other important interests of the Navy. The opinion entertained by those most
conversant with such subjects, seems to be, that the number now in
operation is greater than the public service demands; that the reduction
of them would effect an important diminution of expenditure; and that!
by concentrating the means and materials for building, repairing, &c. at twvo
or three points iiik:s;. favorable for such purposes, it would tend greatly to
promote the general object* of these establishments.
The Commissioners of the Navy Boarsd were directed, on their late visit
of inspection into the condition of the Navy Yards, to examine themn with I
view to this reduction of their number, and to ascertain, as fikr as practicable,
whether there may not be selecteCL, on the numerous bays and harbors of
the United States, other sites, embracing greater facilities'and advantages thay
those which have heretofore been employed for those objects.

t3rJ
Thlc report made by the Board, marked C, is hercwitlh trnsmitted. Jo
'nfords much interesting information on the points referred to them and conimected therewith, land is especially entitled to commendation for the independcnee of its views on a. subject which, from its effects on local interests, is
t'alculated to excite local jealousy and opposition. The document is earnestJv recommended to your consideration.
Various representations have been made to the Department, of the advantages offeredD by the harbors of the small keys in the Gulf of Mexico, called the "DryTortugas," as a Naval Rendezvous and Depot of supplies.
Slhciild these representations be correct, and the harbor found susceptible of
dlefencc, the importance of the position would he equal to that of any other on
our Southern coasts. In the month of May last, Commodores Rodgers and
Patterson wvere instructed to visit them, and make such general examination, as would lead to a just estimate of their value and aptitude for the pur.

I.oses contemplated. Tilis .crvice was performed l)y Commodore Rodgers(Commodore Patterson having unfortunately been prevented, by disease conracted on the journey, from joining in this examination.
The report made by Commodore Rodgers, marked D, is herewith transmitted. The result of his observations was so favorable as to justify a fulI
and minute survey. Accordingly, Lieutenants Tattnall and Gedney, cxperionecd officers, and well qualified for this service, were ordered to repair
to the point designated, and have, for some weeks, been engaged in the performance of this duty. Their return is daily expected; and, when the information obtained by them shall have been received, it will be duly presented to your notice.
The value of the Live Oak growing on the public lands, on the Southern
toasts of the United States, as a source of supply of the best timber for the
purposes of the Navy, has been long properly estimated by the public, and
various laws have been enacted by Congress with a view to its preservation.
This has been found to be a task of no ordinary difficulty. The great value
of this material for the building of vessels of every description, and the
high estimation in which it is held, make it an object of pillage to the un1rincirnled of all nations; and this is not likely to be restrained but by the
adoption of measures more coercive in their character than those which have
been hitherto employed. It has been the practice to rely on the vigilance of
Agents, distributed over different districts on the coasts. These Agents
.have been .required.to guard the public interest, and to bring to justice such
as should be fund trespassing on its rights. Hitherto their efforts have
been unsuccessful. In a few instances only have the Agents been ableto
detect.the depredators, or obtain restitution of the property. From the
nature of the country in which this timber is found, it must often happen
hat Agents on the land can afford but a very imperfect protection ao'ainst
these violators of the public rights. The whole coast presents a series of
bays and creeks, readily accessible to such boats as can bring off the timber;
wvhile the adjacent district may consist of impervious forests, or morasses
and swamps, which forbid the approach of a superintending force.
It is respectfully proposed that these agencies be discontinued, and thal
the protection of the public interest in this timber be confided to a marine
force, adapted to the navigation of the bays and inlets on which it is produced.
Other important services might be rendered by the vessels employed on
this duty. They might, if required, aid in the enforcement of the Reve'
-nue Law., and, if competent officers were attached to them, afford facility
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for the collection of materials for charLs of these hitherto almost uncxplorel
coasts.

Sundry testimonials have been presented to the Dcpartment (see copies and
extracts marked E) showing that canvass, made of cotton, had been success-'
Fully employed in the merchant service of this and other countries, and partially in the Navy; all favoring the presumption, that this article might be
Advantageously used in the Navy of the United States. It was determined,
therefore, that some experiments should be made, to test the accuracy of,
these statements. The execution of this duty has, for the present, been
committed to the superintendence of Commodore Elliott, and the exp-triments are now in progress
Some trials will, also, be made of cordage prepared from this material.
It is, also, proposed to institute a course of experiments on the canvass
and cordage made of American watcr.rotted hemp, which has been represented as possessing durability and strength at least equal to the same qualities of the imported article. The importance of being relieved from a dependence on foreign supply, for materials essential to the very existence of
at Navy, justifies a full and decided trial, of the products of our own country.
The practice has, for some years past, prevailed in the Department, to
make allowances, or extra compensation, to officers who have been required
to perform services not strictly within the line of their professional (luty.
It is presumed that this practice had its origin in the belief, that the compensation allowed these officers wvas insufficient for their necessary support,
and an inadequate return for their merits and services. Congrress has not
only yielded to, but indirectly sanctioned, the procedure, by adopting estimates for the appropriations founded on these anticipated allowances; and
the officers themselves now view it as a source of emolument, which ought
not to be denied to them. This state of things is irregular and unequal in1
its operation, and not a little cmnbarrassing, to the offcer having the administration of the Department. If the compensation now allowed by law is
too small, it should be increased; but let it be fixed, and not left to b1
dispensed at the pleasure, or by the favoritism, of any one.
The compensation now made to the officers of the higher grades in the.
Navy, is probably far below what their distinguished talents and services
cutitle them to receive; and compared with the amount given to officers oi
the same, or correspondent rank in the Army, is remarkable for its ine(uality and insufficiency. Annexed is an Exhibit, marked F, of the relative
rank of the twvo classes of officers, and of the amount of compensation made to
each under the existing laws. It is difficult to understand on what principle
of justice, or good policy, is founded this difference in the compensation made
to officers in the same service, and of .the same established rank. Is noL
the same eminent talent required for the command of a squadron as for
the conduct of an army? An equal share of professional skill? Is the Naval officer less exposed to personal danger? Is his responsibility lighter; or
are his labors less arduous ? Does he contribute less to guard the interest,
or sustain the rights and honor of his country?
The establishment of Schools for the instruction of the junior officers of
the Navy, in the various branches of science 'appertaining to their profession, hso so often been recommended to the favorable consideration of Con-

gress, and has so uniformly been passed by, without obtaining their sanction,
tbat it is with reluctance the subject is again introduced to their notice. A
firm belief, however, that its tendency would be to qualify them.foxr a better
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lisellarge of the high trust, which may, at- some future day, devolve upon
ihem, in their capacities of commanders, forms a sufficient motive for renewing the recomnlendlation, and submitting some views on the subject, whiclh
leave not been so much insisted on, and which maybe entitled toconsideration.
It has been remarked by a naval officer of much experience and observation,
1 hat no inconvenience in the Navy is more sensibly felt than the general i*norance of the officers, of foreign languages. In addition to which, there is
Often great difficulty in procuring competent and proper persons to act in our
Ships of war as interpreters and linguists; nor has any allowance ever been
made by Congress for the pay and subsistence of such persons. The perplcxities and disadvantages under which our officers are placed by these cir* umstances, may readily be conceived. They are brought in contact, during
their cruises, with nations speaking different languages; subject to be drawn
into correspondence with the authorities of different places; under the necessity, often, to board vessels of other nations for the purpose of examining their papers and documents; and often without the ability to understand
their import and tendency. In time of war, valuable prizes are lost from
an inability to translate their papers, and to detect covered property and
simulated documentsi;.unnecessary and illegal detentions of vessels are made,
and consequent damages obtained from the Government.
The schools vhich have been employed at New York and Norfolk, in the
instruction of midshipmen in the elementary branches of mathematics, have
been mere temporary arrangements made by the Department, and have never been fostered or recognised by law. Their introduction into use has not,
been effcited byi means very regular or direct, but they have been tolerated
l`y Government, having been found useful, notwithstanding the very limited
range of instruction afforded by them. It is respectfully proposed, that,
until some better system can be matured, these schools be authorized by law;
and that such appropriation be made for their extension and support, as will
enable the young officers to acquire a knowvledge of such foreign languages
,is may be important for them to possess in the future pursuit of their profession.
The laws relating to Pursers in the Navy are believed to be defective in
some of their provisions. At present they do not provide a limitation to
the periods of their continuance in office, nor for the renewal of their offibonds. Many advantages would probably result from their being appointed for stated periods, and made to renew their bon ds, as is now required
of Navy Agents, Collectors of the Customs, &c.
The mode of compensating them is not such as to lead to a correct
discharge of their duties; nor such as is likely to advance the public
interests. The profits of these officers arise, principally, from a per centage,
which they'are authorized to charge on the articles they sell to the crews of
ships. A part of these is furnished from the stores of the Government,
and the remainder by an advance made to them, to be sold at their risk, and
for their own advantage. The temptation to increase their profits by improper demands upon a class of persons little qualified to detect imposition, may
sometimes be difficult to be resisted, and ought not to be presented to them.
When their dealings are conducted upon principles of the utmost fairness.
'the income of pursers, in ships of the largest class, amounts to two or three
times the compensation of the commander-an extent of remuneration
which their services cannot merit, and which is the more odious,. when it is
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kif dovemjent, Cano their scanty wages with the most ifurewittel to1ls anti
Incessant personal danger.
In lieu of their present emoluments, it is proposed that they receive an.
annual salary, varied according to the responsibility imposed on them, by
having a larger or smaller amount of stock entrusted to their care, and the
degree of labor required for its disposition and preservation. Under a
system of regulations which would enable the scaman to obtain his little
supplies of nautical comforts, at rates fixed, known, and moderate, and
without dread of imposition, the Naval service would acquire a popularity
with them it has never enjoyed; and the present (lifliculty of recruiting
seamen would be diminished to an extent important as to time an(l ex-

penditure.
In conformity to an act of the last Session of Congress, in relation to the
Africans stranded on the Coast of Florida, a vessel wovas chartered, and has
sailed with them for Liberia, with the exception of two, who were unavoidably detained by sickness. They were placedunder the direction ot
an Agent and an Assistant Surgeon of the Navy, with a liberal supply of
hospital and other stores. An effort wvas made to send to their native country, by the same vessel, two Africans who had been introduced into Alabamna, a few years since; but, so strong hAd their attachment become to this
country, that they avaiiel themselves of an opportunity, while preparing
fNr the voyage, to make their escape; since which time they have not been
recovered by the Agent of the Government. No cases of importation of
this description of persons have come to the knowledge of thc Departmetil
within the present year.
It may be proper to remark, that drafts have been lately presented by the
Agent at Liberia, for the purchase of munitions of war to enable the Colonists to defend themselves against the attacks of the neighboring tribes.
with which they were threatened. These claims were rejccted, on the
ground that no law was known to exist which authorized their payment, or
which justified any expenditure beyond a temporary support to the restored
dap Lives.
The present confused and unsettled condition of the fiscal concerns of
the Navy Department, makes it prlper that the subject be brought to the
notice of Congress; since, it is believed, that their interposition alone can
read to an equitable and final ad ijustment. In the month of March last.
when it was discovered that these derangements in the finances existed,
reference was made to the Board of Navy Commissioners, for such explanations as they might be enabled to give. Their communication in reply
accompanies this report, marked G. From a desire to present such minute
and detailed information on this subject, as may be necessary for its proper
illustration, the Fourth Auditor of the Treasury was requested by letter,
(copy of which is annexed, marked H,) to report on the present condition
of the accounts of his office, shewving the probable origin of these embarrassments, and to suggest such measures as he might think necessary to correct the evil. His answer is annexed, marked I.
The vacancy created in the command of the Navy Yard at Washington,
by the death of the venerable and highly esteemed Commodore Tingey, in
bebary last, has been supplied by the appointment of Commodore Isaac
Hull. In April, this officer commenced the discharge of the duties of the
station, and has since, by great industry and judicious arrangement, reduced
the chaos of materials accumulated there to good order, and introduced a
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Nvtm of Jis ipline dInd e onomy favorable to The gU~4l
establishment.
The laws concerning the Marine Corps, and the act of 1800, establishina
Petgulations for the government of the Navy, are recommended for revision.
irhe papers marked K and L contain the estimates for the Navy and Marinn
those marked M, N, 0, are lists of Deaths, Dismissals, and ReCorp)s;and
.ignations.
Thc annual reports on thc Navy Pension and Hospital Funds, &c., will
hC presented lt. the usual time.
The act of Congress authorizing the establishment of the Board of Navy'commissioners appears to have been designedd to provide auxiliaries to the
Secretary of the Navy in the discharge of the ministerial duties of the Dce.
partment.- This body was required to be selected from amongst thc most
f spericnccd of the Naval Commanders, to whom a knowledge of those.
fiuties was prcsiimed to be familiar, and by whom they might be expected
to he most correctly discharged.
The subjects placed under the superintendence of the Board, by this dis.trihution of the duties of the I)cpartment, are numerous, and of almost unlimited variety.
It may be justly questioned, whether the present organization of this body is such as to secure the necessary attention to the (liversified subjects
placed under its direction, andl whether a juidicious division of its duties
%would not facilitate the proper execution of the objects proposed by the ii,sMtitution of this branch of the Department.
Respectful reference is made to a communication from the Navy Board,
in answer to inquiries having relation to this subject, herewith transmittcld
marked P.
The present Naval Corps of the United States is believed to be more numnerous than is required for the wants of the service, and more than can be
:ldvantagcously employed, with reference to their own advancement in the
knowledge and practice of their profession.
"There can be no Nationll Establishment," says a distinguished Naval
character, "likte that of the Navy of the United States, which will not.
in the course of years, receive into its ranks somc who are illy calculited to uphold its character, much less to contribute thereto by their taVents and subordination."
"There may exist, also, some who, when received into the service, were
calculated to become its ornaments, but who may, through various concurring causes, have degenerated into a reproach. Happily for this institution.
thc Government retains in its hands the corrective for any defects in the
Corps. "
"It is now twenty--eight years since a judicious pruning was given to thl
Navy; a period sufficient to admit some useless suckers to repose under the
Plhade of its virtues and its valor. The time would, therefore, seem to have
arrived, to correct some of the evils of the service by a Peace Establishment; and which it would go far to effect, by ridding it of the useless and
insubordinate portion of its materials. The remainder would be preserved
in more correct views of the service, and their management become moron
easy to the Executive Department."
If, in pruning these excrescences from the too luxuriant growth or the
,Navy, sonic branches should be lopped off, which, in their day, have borne
good fWrit, let it he rememhered thut fhe Navy Pension Fund,, with its am-
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plc stores, is open for their sustenance and support; auid, it way lie alidled,
tlht the Navy Asylum, on the Schuylkill, is now so near its completion as
io promise at an early day to afford a permanent and comfortable residence
to it.% disabled founders, and to such as, though not disabled, may heave
merited, by their bravery, or long and faithful services, the gratitude of theis
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All which is rispectfullv submitted.

JOHN BRANCH!.

